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THE ADDrnVE STRUCTURE OF MODELS OF ARITHMETIC

LEONARD LIPSHITZ AND MARK NADEL

Abstract. It is shown that for a model of Presburger arithmetic to have an

expansion to a model of Peano arithmetic it is necessary that the model be

recursively saturated. For countable models this condition is also sufficient;

for uncountable models it is not.

This note arises from consideration of the question of when a model of

Presburger arithmetic (Pr) (see the definition below) can be expanded to a

model of Peano arithmetic (P). In the countable case an answer is given by

the following:

Theorem 1. A countable, nonstandard model </!,+) of Presburger arithme-

tic can be expanded to a model (A, +, ■ ) of Peano arithmetic if and only if it

is recursively saturated.

In [3] it is shown that the recursively saturated models of P are just the

nonstandard models of P which can be expanded to models of a certain

fragment of analysis. Theorem 1 again involves the application of the abstract

characterization of recursive saturation to an even more familiar algebraic

setting. Theorem 1 is proved in § 1. The analogy, however, between this result

and that of [3] does not go any further. While the main result of [3] holds

without modification for all infinite cardinalities, Theorem 1 does not extend

as shown by the example of §2 below. The complete generality of the main

result of [3] is easy to understand in view of the simple expansion which is

given in a uniform way. The expansion provided for by Theorem 1 is

obtained in a completely nonconstructive fashion from the general fact that

countable recursively saturated models are resplendent [2]. This nonconstruc-

tivity can be explained, at least in part, by Theorem 2 of §3.

Definitions. (1) Presburger arithmetic (Pr) is the theory of the additive

semigroup <N, + >. We shall think of Pr in the language

<0, 1, +, <, =«>„=!¿,3,..., since in this language Pr admits an elimination

of quantifiers [6]. < and =„ are definable from 0, 1, and +. A complete set

of axioms for Pr is:

(i) The axioms for discretely ordered abelian semigroups with 0, and

smallest nonzero element 1.

(ii) x<y^*x + z<y + z.
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(iii)„ Vx3y(x = ny\Jx = ny+\\/--- V x = ny + n — 1).

(iv)„ x =„y <-+3z(x =y + nz\/y = x + nz).

Pr' will denote the theory of discretely ordered abelian groups with smallest

positive element 1, satisfying (ii), (iii)n and (iv)„. Given a model of Pr we can

define a model of Pr' as equivalence classes of ordered pairs (in the same way

that we obtain Z from N) and given a model of Pr', we can recover the model

of Pr as the set of elements > 0.

(2) A model 31 is called recursively saturated if for each recursive set of

formulas 3>(x, y) in the variables x, y, the following is true in 2Í :

\fy UAtnue  3\4  ̂ X^hBXA 9(*,J0
1. Proof of Theorem 1. Let <p, denote the formula with Gödel number i.

Lemma 1. Let Y = {(p¡(x,y): i E R) be a recursive type in the language of

Pr. Then there is a formula \p(z, x,y) in < +, -, 0, 1> such that for each i E R,

P i- [\p(i, x,y)<r+ <p¡(x, y)], and for each i & R, P t- </-(/, x, y).

Proof. Let A (n) represent the recursive relation R, so P *~ A (n) if n E R

and Pi—i A (n) if n £ R. From the elimination of quantifiers for Pr [6], there

is a primitive recursive function /, such that if <p„ is a formula in the language

of Pr then tp/(n) is a quantifier free formula in the language

(0, 1, +, <, =n)„_ii23i which is equivalent to (¡p„ and has the same free

variables as <p„. There is also a primitive recursive function g such that if <p„ is

a quantifier free formula in <1, +, <, =*), then <p (n) is an equivalent

existential formula in < +,-,0, 1), such that Pi- <p„ <-^ <pg(n). Let B(u, v)

represent the recursive relation g(f(w)) = v. Let 2Sat(i, x,j) be a formula

which states that i is the Gödel number of an existential formula (¡d,(w, v) (in

+ , -, 0, 1) and x,y satisfy <p,(«, v). This is easy to write down. Then Pt-

<¡p,(x, y) «-► 2Sat(/, x, y). Let ^(z, x, y) be {A(z) A 3w[B(z, w) A

2Sât(w,x,y)]} \JnA(z).

Lemma 2. Suppose that {A, +, • > is a nonstandard model of P. Then (A, +)

is recursively saturated.

Proof. Let Y = {tpt(x,y): i E R} be a recursive type in the language of Pr

over (A, + > and let ä E A be such that (A, + > 1= 3x A,<n,,eÄ<Pi(x' <*) f°r

all «EN. Let ip(i, x, y) be as given by Lemma 1. Then, for each n E to,

{A, +, • > N 3xV/ < mp(i, x, ä).

Hence, for some nonstandard a0 E A,

(A, +,•>!= 3jcVi < a0\¡/(i, x, ä).

Consequently, for some b E A,

(A, +, ->r=V/< a0^(i,b,ä).

In particular then, for each n E a,

(A, +, ■ > f= »K«, b, a),
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whence

</!,+>!= <p„(b, 5).

Thus

(A, +>(= A  <P„(6,¿7).   D

The following lemma is a special case of 2.3(h) of [2].

Lemma 3. // 31 is a countable recursively saturated model of Pr then 3Í can be

expanded to a model of P.

Theorem 1 now follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3.

Remarks, (i) The corresponding theorem holds with multiplication in place

of addition. The elimination of quantifiers for <N, • > follows from that for

<N, + > and the theorems of [4].

2. In this section we shall give an example of an uncountable N0-saturated

model of Pr which cannot be expanded to a model of P. It will be convenient

to work with models of Pr'.

Let Z* be an N.-saturated model of Pr' of cardinality > 2"° and let Q* be

an N,-saturated model of Th(Q, +, <) (i.e. the theory of infinitely divisible

ordered abelian groups) of cardinality 2"°. Let 3Í = Q* x Z* with addition

defined coordinatewise and with the lexicographic ordering (¿7,, zx) < (q2, Zj)

if and only if ¿7, < q2 or qx = ¿72 and zx < z2. It is clear that 31 satisfies the

axioms of Pr'. We shall show

(1) There is no multiplication, -, on 31 satisfying the rules x < y -» xz < yz,

(x ± y)z = xz ± yz and 1 • z = z.

(2) 31 is an N0-saturated model of Pr'.

If we let 3l0 be the elements of 31 which are > (0, 0) then 3l0 is the required

model of Pr.

Proof of (1). Suppose that such a multiplication exists. Let a = (¿7, 0),

¿7 > 0 (¿7 E Q*). Then a > (0, z) for all z E Z*. Let 3Í/Z* denote the factor

group (as an ordered group) and denote the coset^ + Z* by [y]. Consider the

mapping 31 —> 31/Z* defined as follows: x —> [xa]. This is a 1-1 order preser-

ving homomorphism of 31 into 31/Z* =* Q* since if xx > x2 then (xx — x^a

> \-a = a> (0, z) for all z E Z* and, hence, [xxa] ¥= [x2a]. But 1 > 2*°

and Q* = 2"°.

Proof of (2). Let 2 be a type over the constants ä = (ax, . . ., an) which is

finitely satisfiable in 21. Let 20 D 2 be a complete type over ¿7 in Th(3i, a).

Since Th(3I, ä) is complete, E0 is finitely satisfiable over ¿7. Using the

elimination of quantifiers for Pr (or Pr') we can replace each formula of E0 by

a disjunction of conjunctions of atomic formulas in <0, 1, +, <, =„>.

(Notice that the negation of an atomic formula is equivalent to a finite

disjunction of atomic formulas.) Since 20 is maximal we have that 20 is

equivalent to 2, u 22 u 23, where 2, is a set of formulas of the form x =„ /„

and 22 is a set of formulas of the form knx ^ tn(â~), kn E N, where t(d) is a
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variable free term, and 23 is a set of equalities. We can assume that 23 is

empty, since otherwise the type is principal. Let tn(a) = k„b„ +/„, 0 < j„ <

kn. Then knx ^ tn(a)<^x ^ bn. Let 22 be the set of formulas of this form

corresponding to the formula of 22. Then 20 is equivalent to 2, u 22. Let

22 = {x ^ [c]|x ^ c E 22}. Hence 22 is a type over 9I/Z^ =* Q*. If 22 is

consistent then there is a q E Q* such that q satisfies 22. Then all the

inequalities in 22 are satisfied by (q, z)_ for any z E Z*. Choose z0 E Z*

satisfying 2,. Then (q, z0) satisfies 2. If 22 is inconsistent then there are two

inequalities bx < x < b2 in 22 with [bx]_= [b2] = [(q, 0)], say. Let 22 = {x ^

zjx ^ (4, z„) E 22}. Think of 2, u 22 as a type over Z*. It is finitely

satisfiable. Hence by the saturation of Z* we can choose z E Z* which

satisfies it. Then (q, z) satisfies 2, u 22 in 91.

Remark. Let E be the class of models of Pr which can be expanded to

models of P. Let R be the class of rec. saturated models of Pr. E is clearly 2

definable in set theory, while R is n (actually A) definable. We know from

Theorem 1 and the above example that E n HC = R n HC and E c R,

where HC is the set of hereditarily countable sets. Now, by Levy's abso-

luteness theorem, if E were n definable, then E would have to equal R.

Therefore E is not n definable. Perhaps, the search for a condition equivalent

to membership in E might give rise to notions of some more' general model

theoretic interest.

3. It is easy to see that the order type of any nonstandard model 91 of P (or

even Pr) is of the form to + Z • p, where p is dense without endpoints. It is

also fairly well known that if 31 is a model of P then p cannot be the order

type of the reals, R. On the other hand w + Z • R is a model of Pr, with

addition interpreted in the obvious way. Even though the recursive saturation

of an arbitrary model of Pr does not guarantee the existence of an expansion

to P, we show below that it will prevent p from being R.

Proposition 1. Suppose that 31 is a recursively saturated model o/Pr. Then 91

does not have order type u + Z • R.

Proof. We assume that the order type of (A — co)/Z is sequentially

complete and show that 91 is not recursively saturated. Let a be a nonstan-

dard element of A. Consider the set {na: n E w}. For m =£ n, ma and na are

in different Z-blocks of A. Suppose that b is in the least Z-block greater than

na for all n E w. Consider the recursive type $(x) = {na < x, x + n < b: n

Eu}. <S>(x) is clearly finitely satisfiable but not satisfiable by the choice of

the Z-block of b.

The reason that recursive saturation is sufficient for the above result seems

to be that the order type of R can be excluded using a countable sequence. In

contrast we next give a stronger result for P in which uncountability plays an

essential role and which can fail for recursively saturated models of Pr.

Proposition 2. Let 9Í be an uncountable model of P and let G be a bounded,

additive subsemigroup of 91 such that whenever x < y E G, x E G. Then the
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order type of (3t — ¿o)/ G cannot be embedded in R.

Proof. Let a be an upperbound for G. Consider the mapping x -» ([xa],

[(x + l)a]) of elements of 3Í to open intervals in (31 — u)/G. Since a is larger

than every element of G this mapping is one-to-one and the intervals

corresponding to different x's are disjoint. But there is no such uncountable

set of disjoint open intervals in R.

Remark. From the counterexample of §2 and Keisler's extension to coun-

table fragments of L of Vaught's two cardinal theorem [5, Theorem 30], we

deduce the existence of an uncountable recursively saturated model 31 of Pr

with a bounded subsemigroup G such that (31 - u>)/G is countable (and

hence order embeddable in R) as follows. For convenience we work with Pr'.

We use the language of Pr' with two new unary predicates Z and Q which

will serve to pick out the Z* and Q* of the example of §2.

Consider the infinitary theory T whose axioms are:

(1) Pr'.

(2) Sentences in the language of Pr' which guarantee recursive saturation

for models of Pr'.

(3) Pr'(Z) (the axioms of Pr' relativated to Z).

(4) Sentences saying that each coset of the group factored by Z contains

exactly one element of Q.

(5)3x[Q(x) AVz(Z(2)->z < x)l
It is clear that F is a theory in some countable fragmentof Luu. Let

3t = Z» X Q* as in §2. Without difficulty we can arrange that Z* = 22"fl and

Q* = 2*». (A, +, <, Z* x {0}, {0} x ß*> is a model of T of type Í22"*, 2"»),

where the second predicate is taken to be Q. By the Vaught-Keisler two

cardinal theorem, T has a model <fi, +, <, Z', Q'} of type (k„ N0). By (5)

and (3) Z' is a bounded subgroup of B and by (4) B/Z' is countable, since

ô'is.

Since Pr is decidable but P is not, multiplication cannot be first order

definable from addition. However, even more is true.

Theorem 2. Let 31 = (A, + ) be a nonstandard model of Pr. There is no

relation ■ E H YPa such that (A, +, • ) is a model of P.

Proof. Assume there is a relation • EHYPj, such that {A, +, • > is a model

of P. Then, by previous results, {A, + > is recursively saturated, whence, by

[1], every subset of A in HYPä is first order definable over 21. We now obtain

the nonfirst order definability of multiplication without appealing to the

undecidability of P. Suppose the ternary relation x ■ y = z is defined by

<p(x,y, z).

Let T = Th(A, +, • >. Since P is not complete, for some sentence 0 E T,

7" = P + -i 9 is a consistent recursive theory (extending the complete theory

Pr).

It is enough to show the theorem for countable 31 since the general case

would follow from Levy absoluteness. So let us assume 31 is countable.
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Since 31 is countable and recursively saturated there is a relation X such

that (A, +, X > is a model of 7". Clearly (A, +, ■ )~(A, +, X >. In

particular, there are a, b, c such that

(A, +, X > 1= a X b = c    but    (A +, X > 1= -,rp(a, b, c).

Now, using induction in (A +, x > let

a = px3y3z[x X y = z An <p(*,>', z)],

6 = juy3z[a X >- = z A-i <p(a>.y. z)].

Since clearly è^Owe may assume b - 1 exists. But then,

a ■ (b - 1) = a X (b - 1).

Now, using the fact that both {A, +, ■ > and (A, +, X > are models of P we

have

a-b = a-(b-\)-T-a = aX(b-l) + a = aXb,

a contradiction.

Corollary. Suppose {A, + > is a countable nonstandard model of Pr, then

there is no relation -, A{ definable over (A, + > such that (A, +, • } is a model

of P.
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